
GROW YOUR 
WINGS

- welcome package -



individual 1:1 session with Laura

understanding your inner child, family

dynamics and the false self

individual 1:1 session with Laura

dissecting core beliefs, self-concept,

and dismantling your story

individual 1:1 session with Laura

integrating accountability, forgiveness,

and boundaries

group session with 4-5 other mentees

understanding the sister wound and

healing amongst community

Welcome. 
I know you may be feeling an entire swirl of cosmic shit in your belly right now and It's

because you know you're about to tap into something powerful. 

You, my love, are special, and you've always known it. 
Your weirdness, sensitivity, unique life story and struggle to fit in is valid. You've been

trying to squeeze your full self into small boxes for too long, and f*ck that!

Right now, we're creating our own box, our own table, our own world, and we're doing it
together.

I'm beyond proud of you for stepping outside of your comfort zone and shitting your
pants a little. I got you. We got you. You're no longer alone in the fight. 

Thank you for joining us on this journey, it's an absolute honour to hold this space for
you. 

IT IS AN HONOUR...

WEEK 1

WEEK 2

WEEK 3

WEEK 4

CATERPILLAR

CHRYSALIS

BUTTERFLY

COMMUNITY

WHAT TO EXPECT OVER THE NEXT 30 DAYS
- T H E  C U R R I C U L U M -



I, fellow human weirdo, am making a commitment to

enter the next 30 days with an open mind, open soul,

and a deep desire to connect and share. 

I know that I'm the only one who can do "the work"

and challenge myself in ways that may be painful to

confront. 

I will promise myself that whenever I come up against

something and I have the opportunity to answer or act

from from an authentic place- I will take a moment to

pause and choose ME and not what I think is

expected of me.

I love myself enough to unlearn my conditioning and

trauma responses and learn to live in a way that

exposes the most beautiful parts of who I am. And I

understand that my pain can be beauty, too. 

THE SOUL CONTRACT



A thunder buddy. Before you start ripping yourself open I

want you to let someone know what's up- whether its a

friend, family member, or someone you are close with online,

let them know you're about to do a program where some

things could come up and you're wondering if you'd be able

to reach out if you're not okay. We're sensitive here and we

don't wait for the breakdowns, we know they're coming and

we love ourselves enough to be proactive about the support

we need.

Journal to do homework and reflections in. Using a

journal you already have is absolutely fine, but if you have an

unused journal I would start with that. Even a spiral-bound

notebook. You WILL be different after this process, so chord

cutting with an old journal is very symbolic.

Time. You need time to let things marinate. If you're going

to spend the next month distracting, bingeing Netflix or

being super social than you're not going to get the most of

out this. You're literally about to enter your cocoon stage- so

get your comfort snacks, your journal, some music playlists

you like, and get ready to sit with yourself and whatever

comes up.

WHAT YOU NEED AHEAD OF OUR SESSIONS:

BEFORE WE CONNECT...



you ready?


